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Who is this guidance for?

This guidance is for any Approved Centre that is currently delivering and assessing Sports
Leadership or Dance Leadership qualification courses and would like to get some guidance
and ideas on how to deliver remote assessment.

Why has this guidance been introduced?

From experience gained and feedback gathered during the periods of lockdown in 2020,
we know that there are many challenges that learners and Tutor/Assessors face in trying
to deliver assessment remotely (i.e. in any other setting other than face-to-face learning
environments).

This guidance has been developed to give you the confidence to continue to create
accessible assessment opportunities for your learners. Ultimately, it will help your
learners to receive the qualification that they have beenworking so hard to achieve over
the last fewmonths.

What this guidance covers

The guidance gives a summary of the approaches that youmight consider to create
assessment opportunities and to deliver assessment remotely for your learners.

Wewill give guidance that can be applied for our qualifications and will give some
examples of how other Centres have delivered assessment. This includes:

• The resources that are available to support remote learning (see supporting Remote
Delivery Guidance document for specific guidance on this).

• Why assessment needs to be completed to minimum requirements.
• How to adapt the delivery of assessment for remote delivery.
• How to evidence the remote delivery of assessment.
• Ensuring that all learners have access to assessment opportunities.

The guidance aims to enable you to apply the assessment approaches in your current
delivery to ensure that you and your learners feel confident to meet the assessment
criteria requirements.
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Why does assessment need to be completed for our qualifications?

Our leadership qualifications are vocational qualifications. That means that on successful
completion of the qualification learners have shown they are competent to undertake the
role, or objective, that the qualification sets out for them to achieve.

The following table gives an overview of the roles and objectives for each level of
qualification.

Qualification
Level

Objective of qualifications – the
role that the learner is qualified to
do

Why assessment must be
completed in line with the
relevant specification

Level 1
SCQF Level 4

To be able to assist in leading
sessions under direct supervision Only on assessing a completed

LER, and through observing the
learner demonstrating the
practical elements of the
qualification and completing the
relevant Practical Observation
Form, can Tutor/Assessor(s) be
confident that the learner can
perform this role.

Level 2
SCQF Level 5

To be able to lead sessions under
indirect supervision
(i.e. direct supervision is not
required but leaders cannot act
independently)

Level 3
SCQF Level 6

To be able to lead sessions
independently of supervision

Receiving a SLQ Sports Leaders qualification could lead to deployment opportunities for
the learner (e.g. volunteering in their local community or with an organisation that
deploys volunteers more widely) or to employment (e.g. taking a role to lead activity
groups in a leisure centre).

We, as the awarding organisation, must be confident that the learner has demonstrated
their ability to perform all the minimum requirements for assessment set out in the
Assessment Criteria/Performance Criteria in the relevant qualification specification. This
works towards the overall objective of the qualification set out above.

We can only issue certificates to learners that have demonstrated meeting these
minimum requirements unless we further adapt the assessment (Centre Course Managers
will be informed if adaptation to assessment are introduced).
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Adapting the delivery of assessment for remote delivery

In summer 2020, the Tutor Resources for all qualifications were reviewed to give you a
choice of face-to-face activities and remote learning activities for all parts of the
qualification.

In the sameway that these activities can be delivered remotely, assessment can be
delivered remotely too. The following guidance can be used to support you in
transitioning to remote assessment.

Transitioning from printed LERs to digital LERs

If you are using printed LERs, youmaywant to consider the following to guidance for
continuing to deliver assessment by transitioning to using an electronic version of an LER.

Your likely challenge for when using
print version LERs

How youmight resolve this

Learners may have the print version at
homemeaning that you cannot access it
(or vice-versa)

There are two potential solutions to this:
1. Switch to using the editable PDF or the
digital version alongside the printed
version. Only ask learners to complete
the parts they have yet to be assessed
for in the LER. There is no need for
work or assessment to be duplicated.

2. Ask learners to send a scan or a photo
of the work they do as they complete it
so you can assess it. You can use the
Internal Assessment Record as a
tracking tool whilst annotating
assessment decisions on the
scans/photos you have been sent.
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How youmight adapt your delivery of assessment

The table below summarises the approaches that Centres might take to adapt the delivery
of assessment for some areas of the qualifications. This is not an exhaustive list of all areas
that the delivery of assessment can be adapted for our qualifications.

As a simple rule, if a Tutor/Assessor(s) would typically assess a learner through
completing a Practical Observation Form in the relevant LER, then the following ideas can
be used to support your assessment decisions.

Assessing the… What learners might
do differently
Learners might…

How you could assess
and evidence this

Considerations you
need to make

Leading of
sport, physical
activity and
dance session

Lead activities to their
peers via Teams, Zoom
or another platform

1. Ask for a
recording* of the
session or event to be
submitted to be
assessed
2. Ask for aWitness
Statement from those
that take part or
witness the leading
of the session or
event

• Any videos,
photos, witness
statements or
other evidence
that the learner
generates must be
transferred and
stored securely

• Witnesses must
either be a
responsible person
or a peer that has
been a participant
in an activity

• Any recordings or
phots must
comply with
GDPR and any
other policies that
are in place at the
Centre

Lead an activity to
members of their
household

Leading of
events

Lead an event to peers
via Teams, Zoom or
another platform

Lead an event to
members of their
household

Being able to
communicate
effectively

Use Teams, Zoom or
another platform to
demonstrate their
ability to
communicate,
motivate others, set
ground rules, and so
on.

1. Ask for a
recording* of the
demonstration
2. Ask for aWitness
Statement

Motivating
others

Set ground
rules

Gathering
feedback from
participants

Completion of
demonstration
of leadership
hours

Lead activities to their
peers via Teams, Zoom
or another platform

No change to the
process – the
Leadership Log needs
to be completed with
details of the session.
This should be signed
off by aWitness on
the Leadership Log

-

Lead an activity to
members of their
household

* any recording should be of the learner leading rather than of the participants of the
session or event
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Evidencing the remote delivery of assessment

However, you decide to deliver assessment, the assessment decision must be informed by
the work the learner has completed in their LER and the observations that are made of
the practical Assessment Criteria/Performance Criteria.

The ultimate assessment decision must be made by the Tutor/Assessor(s). Any videos,
photographs, audio recordings andWitness Statements must only be used to support
assessment decisions (i.e. youmust not solely rely on the video/recording or on the
witness to make the assessment decision). Use your professional judgement alongside the
evidence you to complete assessment.

All assessment decisions must be made in the learner’s LER as it would typically made in
face-to-face assessment.

Please refer to theWitness Statement Guidance – Delivering remote assessment if you want
to use anyWitness Statements to support your remote assessment decisions.

Ensuring that all learners have access to assessment opportunities

If you adapt your delivery of assessment to include videos, photographs, audio recordings
and/orWitness Statements, ensure that all learners have fair access to assessment
opportunities as to not disadvantage an individual learner or a group of learners.

Require further guidance?

If you have any other areas of remote assessment that youwould like guidance on, please
email policies@sportsleaders.org.


